Job Opening:  Dean of College of Assistance Dog Education

Put all your visionary, motivated, collaborative assistance dog and disability knowledge, to work expanding Bergin University’s acclaimed Assistance Dog Education program as its Dean of the College of Assistance Dog Education. A minimum of a Master of Science Degree is required for this professor/director position, but a PhD would be preferred.

Knowledge of and an ability to manage and develop an educational program in assistance dog selection, breeding, non-aversive training, client placement and follow-up is essential as is the ability to excite, inspire and educate post-secondary students about dogs in general and assistance dogs in particular.

The ability, knowledge and desire to conduct research into canine capabilities, and apply that knowledge to further the University’s assistance dog curriculum is vital, but to further expand the world’s awareness of the remarkable cognitive mind of the dog is a crucial component of the position.

To request a more detailed job description or an application, please send your cover letter and resume to:  info@berginu.edu